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Abstract—Within this work, we present an approach to model
the opinion of a human towards a specific topic in a finegrained way by using weighted bipolar argumentation graphs.
In addition, we discuss how the therefore required rating of
related aspects can be collected by means of emotion recognition
techniques and discuss an application scenario based on the
state-of-the-art Argumentative Dialogue System EVA in which
the proposed techniques can be applied.
Index Terms—Argumentative Dialogue Systems, Emotion
Recognition, Computational Argumentation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Solutions for everyday problems can nowadays be found
on the internet, with most of them having an own homepage, streams or channels on multiple platforms and a broad
community discussing issues and approaches to solve them.
Thus, the internet has become a vital tool to deal with them
and the easy access to information from all over the world
has changed the way people tackle respective situations. One
problem that comes with this possibility is the variety of often
contradicting information that has to be processed by the user
and it has become impossible to take into account even a
fracture of the information available on a certain topic while
dealing with the respective problem at the same time. Thus,
technologies that provide an intuitive and structured approach
to this information are of particular interest. Recent work in
Natural Language Processing (NLP) addressed the automatic
structuring and mining of content of the Internet. Examples
are, among others, the field of Argument Mining [9], [28]
and Sentiment Analysis [10]. However, the resulting structured
data is not practical for human users. Argumentative Dialogue
Systems serve as an interface between these structures and
the user, thus providing an incremental and intuitive access to
contradicting information [15] on a certain topic. Moreover,
the underlying technology has the capacity to support opinion
forming and decision making based on the user’s personal
preferences, knowledge, and existing constraints. Hence, sys-

tems of this kind are of high interest for applications in the
field of smart home, smart environment and ubiquitous computing in general as most of the above-discussed issues occur
in respective scenarios. Moreover, suchlike scenarios usually
include physical activities (like cooking) which strengthen the
need for efficient, comfortable and often hands-free interaction
with the respective technology.
Within this work, we introduce an approach to model user
preferences based on the emotional feedback on an argument.
In particular, we discuss an application scenario for a modified
version of the multi-modal Argumentative Dialogue System
EVA [19] in which the user’s reaction to presented arguments
is monitored by emotion recognition techniques and translated
into a preference model based on weighted bipolar argumentation graphs (BAG) [20]. The remainder of this paper is
as follows: Section II discusses related work from the field
of Argumentative Dialogue Systems. Section III introduces
the opinion model and the employed emotion recognition
techniques. The original Dialogue System and the modification
for the herein considered scenario are covered in Section IV
whereas Section V closes the work with a brief conclusion
and outlook.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Within this Section, we briefly recall related work from the
two major fields this work is related to which are (argumentative) Dialogue Systems and Emotion Recognition.
A. Dialogue Systems
Argumentation is a complex domain for Dialogue Systems
and actual implementations of the same have to overcome
different barriers [33]. Thus, systems of this kind are comparatively rare. A corpus-based example that avoids a model
of the dialogue was presented by [21] whereas [24] introduced a system based on Bipolar Weighted Argumentation
Frameworks. Both systems, however, are limited solely on the

exchange of arguments, meaning that additional possibilities
like questioning the validity of an argument are excluded.
On the other hand, [34] and [2] introduced systems based
on argument games that allow different moves but on the
other hand are restricted to heuristic based strategies. However,
none of the above mentioned Argumentative Dialogue System
extends the interaction to additional modalities like mimic and
gestures (on the system side) or the emotional response of the
user as in the herein discussed scenario.
In [13], multimodal signals are employed to assess the
quality of a debate presented by the user. In contrast, we
rely on the emotional feedback in order to model the user’s
preferences. Bosma and André [3] used emotions to disambiguate dialogue acts by using data from bio sensors, such
as electrocardiography, electromyography, skin conductivity
and respiration as additional emotional information along with
weighted finite state machines.
B. Emotion Recognition
In literature, there can basically be found three approaches
to label users’ emotional states [35]. Some of them are focused
on classifying emotions, others describe the origin of an
emotion. Categorical models model emotions as distinct categories, dimensional models characterize emotions with respect
to dimensions, e.g. valance and arousal and appraisal models
describe emotions “as valued reactions to emotion-eliciting
stimuli”. [35]. One of the most famous appraisal models is
the so-called OCC (Ortony, Clore, and Collins [12]) model
and a very common dimensional model is Russel’s circumplex
model of affect [25], which we aim to use in this work because
it allows us to cope with the diversity of emotions by mapping
emotions to discrete emotion classes, such as positive/higharousal, positive/low-arousal, neutral, neutral/high-arousal,
neutral/low-arousal [36], instead of defining fix emotions.
Wagner et al. [30], Cafaro et al. [4] and Wanner et al. [31]
also showed promising results in the combinations of video
and audio signals for valence and arousal recognition.
To analyze the required social signals in this work, we
make use of the SSI framework (Social-Signal-Interpretation)
introduced by Wagner et al. [29], which allows for real-time
detection, processing and interpretation of multi-modal sensor
data. SSI has already been successfully used for emotion
analysis along with a virtual conversational agent by Wanner
et al. [31] as well as in a preference adapting joke-telling
scenario by means of analyzing the user’s visual smile and
vocal laugh by Weber et al. [32] and for personalized HumanRobot-Interactions in a story-telling scenario by Ritschel et
al. [23].
III. E MOTION R ECOGNITION BASED P REFERENCE
M ODELLING
This section covers the theoretical foundation of preference
modelling as well as the technical scheme for mapping an
emotional response into the before mentioned model.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the BAG with si the strength of the respective node, wi the
corresponding weight and s(w1 , s2 , s3 ) the weight function from Equation 1.

A. Preference Modelling
The preference and opinion of a person on a certain subject
may depend on many aspects and different points of view.
For example, a person may generally be in favour of pasta
dishes but on the other hand aim for a low carbonate diet in
the evening. A sophisticated model of the user’s opinion thus
has to take into account different aspects and still has to be
able to picture the personal preference on the overall topic.
On the other hand, for topics with a certain complexity, it is
not practical to ask the user for a specific rating or judgment
on each aspect and especially its effect on previous ones as
this is neither efficient nor user-friendly.
The approach proposed within this work is based on argument structures, that encode the dependencies of the different
aspects (or arguments) in relations between nodes in a graph. It
generally relies on bipolar argumentation structures, meaning
that two relations between arguments are possible which are
support and attack. Thus, each argument (node in the graph)
is related to another by either backing it up (giving additional
reason) or attacking it. We restrict arguments on one relation,
which results in a structured tree with the overall claim
as root. Thus, it is possible to assign levels to arguments
which are basically the connected nodes between it and the
root. However, this model only captures the dependencies
of arguments and makes no distinction in their strength or
validity. In order to model the user’s opinion, the herein
considered argument structure is extended to a BAG which
in addition to the relation assigns a weight w to each node
from which its strength can be determined. The strength of an
argument i then is a function of its weight wi and the strength
of his child nodes
si = s(wi , {sj })

(1)

with j a child node of i. Thus, the strength considers both the
weight of the argument itself as well as the implications arising
from connected arguments. If an argument has no child nodes,
its strength equals its weight. For the sake of simplicity and
without loss of generality we focus on real-valued strengths
and weights between 0 and 1. The basic idea is sketched in
Figure 1.

The remaining question is how to adjust the weights for
each argument. As mentioned earlier, an argument-wise rating
of the user is not practical. Instead, we rely on preferences
between the arguments, from which we compute a numerical
hierarchy that is reflected in the weights. The preferences are
determined between arguments that are related to the same
parent node, thus allowing to incrementally forming the model.
B. Emotion Recognition
1) General: An intuitive way to judge whether or not a
user agrees with an opinion or a single argument is looking
at different multi-modal behavioral patterns, such as head
nod or gaze. Users, for example, tend to nod if they agree.
However, human behavior is far too complex to get an opinion
or preference by just looking at one or two of such patterns.
More precisely, humans can be excited, bored, happy or
disappointed, etc. These affects are part of the well-known
circumplex model of affect [25]. And all these affects can
describe in a certain way how users think about an opinion.
However, taking all these different affects into account for user
preference modeling can be challenging and it may be difficult
to decide whether a person that has an excited emotional status
agrees more than a happy person. This is because people
behave very differently and do not always show the same
affects - not even to the same extent - for the exact same
thing. Introverted people, for example, may not show their
emotions as extroverted people do, even if they have the same
preference. Therefore, we need a simplification that easily
allows us to define whether a user is in favour of an argument
or rejects it.

Fig. 2. Two dimensional emotion status model taken from [25].

Matsuda et al. [11] recently proposed mapping the emotional affects of the emotion status model (fig. 2) into a three-

class classification task: Positive, Neutral, Negative, i.e. they
combine high-arousal and low-arousal classes.
Using this approach for learning the strength of an argument
and therefore the user’s preference, we associate preference
classes with each group:
• Positive → Prefer: The weight of the argument is increased.
• Neutral: The weight of the argument is not modified.
• Negative → Reject: The weight of the argument is
decreased.
The exact value by which the weights are decreased/increased
is given by a topic-specific update formula (see Section IV-B).
The presented approach stems on audiovisual input that
allows recognizing the two emotional dimensions of the employed valence-arousal model separately, which can afterwards
be used to determine the actual aforementioned emotional
status.
2) Model Training and Classification: In order to categorize the emotional responses received from the user as reaction
to presented arguments, we need classification models to
differentiate between positive, neutral and negative reactions.
Given the passive (non-speaking) role of the user within our
scenario, we rely on the analysis of facial expressions, gestures
and postures as source for affective cues that represent the
current emotional state.
As a first step towards reliable affect recognition, a descriptive set of modality-specific features needs to be chosen to assess the emotional content within affective channels. We chose
the Openface toolbox [37] for the calculation of facial features
such as facial orientation, facial landmarks and action units.
Especially action units are a commonly used set of features
that encode activation of facial musculature and are well suited
to distinguish facial expressions and therefore the emotional
state of a user. To enrich our observations of emotional
responses, we chose to also include body language in our
emotion recognition system. Studies like [1] have shown that
dynamic body movement as well as static postures actually
convey measurable affective information. To perform human
pose estimation we apply the open-source software Openpose1 .
With access to an image based estimation of body keypoints
and joint configurations we are able to define and recognize
the occurrence of postures which convey e.g. a dismissive or
open and inviting stance. Furthermore, we calculate features
describing the parameters of dynamic gestures, e.g. spatial
extent, fluidity or power [8]. As a first attempt to combine the
resulting modality feature sets, we aim to merge those features
via feature fusion into one global feature set (i.e. super-vector)
and train a single, multi-modal classifier. Studies like [11]
show that this simple fusion approach is able to improve affect
recognition performance compared to uni-modal classification
systems. Exploration of more sophisticated fusion strategies at
the decision level [16] are planned as future improvements.
Based on these features, we are able to train classification
models - given a sufficient amount of annotated training data.
1 https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose

We plan to incorporate several publicly available emotional
corpora such as the Semaine [17] or the Recola [22] database.
The recordings in question consist of audiovisual data and feature time-continuous valence annotations. Since our analysis is
based on video frames and we defined a valence related threeclass classification problem (positive, neutral and negative),
we need to discretize and map the valence scores at any given
frame-step onto one of our discrete class labels.
Our final affect recognition system aims at online analysis
of user responses. Therefore, feature extraction components
as well as trained classification models need to be capable
of real-time processing and decision making. Support Vector
Machines [5] offer a well tested and resource efficient approach to automated class discrimination based on descriptive
features and we will apply this classification model before
starting experiments with neural network based approaches.
Offline classifier training as well as real-time analysis pipelines
for online sensor input, feature extraction and classification
are realized with the open-source Social Signal Interpretation
(SSI) framework [29].
IV. EVA
Recently, the multi-modal Argumentative Dialogue System
EVA was introduced which allows a user to discuss controversial topics with a virtual avatar that presents his responses
via speech, mimic and gestures [19]. Within this section, we
briefly recall the basic modules of the system and discuss the
modifications that were made in the context of the present
scenario.
A. Original System
In the original system, the user can select his answers from
a provided list of allowed utterances which are determined by
the underlying dialogue model. This model is based on the
dialogue game for argumentation introduced by Prakken [14]
which ensures a logically consistent interaction. The respective
agent strategy is either based on probabilistic rules or learned
by means of multi-agent Reinforcement Learning [18]. The
arguments that are employed during the dialogue are structured based on the argument mining scheme of Stab [27]
and encoded in an OWL file. Generally, argumentative data
that can be mapped into the respective scheme can also be
processed by the system and discussed in an own dialogue.
The Charamel(TM) avatar which employs the Nuance TTS
and all Amazon Polly Voices serves as virtual agent of the
system and presents the system utterances to the user. The
respective paraphrasing is done by a template based Natural
Language Generation (NLG) that utilizes the annotated argument sentence in the OWL file as foundation. A picture of
the interface including avatar, response and dialogue history
is shown in Figure 3.
B. Virtual Discussion
Within this work, the focus lies on the emotional response
of the user to arguments that are presented to him or her.
In order to focus on this aspect only, the user’s role in the

Fig. 3. Screen capture of the EVA interface including a drop-down menu
with possible answers, avatar and dialogue history.

argumentative dialogue is covered by a second agent. Thereby,
a virtual discussion between two agents is generated, that the
user attends as audience. In doing so, the user is able to
review different (pro and con) aspects on a certain topic which
would otherwise require the reading of multiple articles and
the exploration of additional sources. Hence, the system not
only allows to monitor the user’s reaction to certain arguments
but also provides an intuitive and time efficient interface to
arguments on controversial topics.
In the scope of such a virtual interaction, each agent takes a
stance and tries to win the discussion in terms of the argument
game. The user’s emotional response can then be utilized to
gain insight into the respective preferences. We distinguish
three classes of user preference that correspond to the emotion
classes discussed in Section III-B: In favour (positive), neutral
and reject (negative). At the beginning of the discussion, each
argument in the user model has the same weight 0.5 that
corresponds to the preference neutral. Whenever an argument
is presented by one of the avatars, the emotional signal is
used to determine the respective preference class as discussed
in Section III-B and the weight of the argument is adjusted
accordingly. The update formula for this scenario and an
increase of the weight is defined as
wit+1 = wit + αp (1 − wit )

(2)

whereas the formula for a decrease is defined as
wit+1 = αr wit

(3)

with t the temporal identifier of the corresponding move in
the dialogue game and αp , αr ∈ [0, 1] weighting factors.
At the end of each dialogue, the strength function of
Equation 1 is utilized to process the new weights through the
argument tree and thus to generate the final user model.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we discussed how state of the art emotion
recognition techniques can be applied in order to implicitly
obtain preferences on certain aspects of a topic from a human
user. To this end, we introduced a scheme to map emotional
response on the valence-arousal scale into an opinion model
based on BAGs. As an example, we introduced a modified
version of the Argumentative Dialogue System EVA in which
two virtual agents discuss a specific topic in order to convince
the audience (the user) of their stance. Future work will mainly
aim at different evaluation scenarios for the introduced model
in order to determine the respective informative value. One
approach will be based on a user survey in which the modelled
opinion is compared to the subjective opinion of the user. In
addition, a comparison of the emotion recognition based model
with explicitly stated preferences will be performed. Finally,
an inclusion of the herein presented approach into a working
recommendation system is desired.
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